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Abstract. The accuracy of gear meshing efﬁciency model is the key to study the inﬂuence factors of gear
meshing efﬁciency. Experiment is an effective method to verify the theory model. Therefore, the acquisition of
experimental value of gear meshing efﬁciency is particularly important. Taken double helical gears as the
research object, on the analysis of a large number of experimental data, the experimental value of gear meshing
efﬁciency for double helical gears are calculated and then the inﬂuence of rotational speed and torque on meshing
efﬁciency of double helical gears is studied. Firstly, the calculation method of transmission efﬁciency for
experimental value in different layout of gear test-rigs with closed power ﬂow is summarized. Secondly, the
calculation method of meshing efﬁciency for experimental value in gear test-rig with closed power ﬂow is
introduced. Thirdly, the calculation method of load-dependent bearing loss is given. Finally, the experimental
value of meshing efﬁciency for double helical gears is calculated and the inﬂuence of rotational speed and torque
on meshing efﬁciency of double helical gears is obtained, which lays a theoretical foundation for the further
improvement of the transmission efﬁciency of double helical gears.
Keywords: Meshing efﬁciency / transmission efﬁciency / double helical gears / experiment /
test-rig with closed power ﬂow

1 Introduction
Nowadays, the world is facing serious problems such as
resource shortage and environmental pollution. Energy
conservation and consumption reduction have become an
important task of sustainable development. Increasing the
efﬁciency of mechanical products, especially high-power
transmission devices, as an effective way to achieve energy
saving and consumption reduction, has attracted more and
more attention. As one of the most widely used transmission mechanisms, researchers have done a lot of work on the
transmission efﬁciency of gears. Wang [1,2] used the
constraint analysis and the virtual power theory to
establish the efﬁciency model of closed differential double
helical gear train and planetary gear transmission system,
respectively. Wang [3] proposed a calculation method of
transmission efﬁciency for complex planetary gear train by
the hypergraph-based method. The relationship between
input speed/input power/lubrication condition and transmission efﬁciency were analyzed. Simon [4] proposed a
multi-objective optimization method for hypoid gears.
Among optimal objectives, the mechanical efﬁciency of
gear pair was considered.
* e-mail: me_wangc@ujn.edu.cn

Kim [5] took weight, efﬁciency and noise of helical gear
as the objectives, a macro geometry was optimized and
good effect was obtained. Paschold [6] proposed a
calculation method of load-dependent and no-load losses,
the efﬁciency of worm gears was analyzed. Oehler [7]
analyzed the relationship among conditions, power dissipation and temperature. On the basis, the efﬁciency and
temperature of gearbox can be estimated for arbitrary load.
Wan [8] proposed a calculation method of transmission
efﬁciency for double-arc bevel gear nutation transmission
system. The nutation gear ratio and speed ratio of two
power sources affected the transmission efﬁciency. Lin [9]
proposed a calculation method of meshing efﬁciency for
curve-face gear pair and factors related to meshing
efﬁciency were discussed.
The composition of power losses of gear transmission is
shown in Figure 1. It includes: windage loss, swinging oil
loss, bearing loss and gear meshing power loss. The
calculation method of gear transmission efﬁciency is to
calculate the above quantities separately, and then add
them together to get the gear transmission efﬁciency.
Because the calculation of windage loss, swinging oil loss,
bearing loss is more complicated and the gear meshing
power loss accounts for a large proportionamong them, in
order to simplify, the meshing efﬁciency is usually used to
replace transmission efﬁciency in many cases. Experiments
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Fig. 1. The composition of power losses of gear transmission.
Fig. 2. The ﬂow diagram for the calculation of experimental
value of meshing efﬁciency for double helical gears and the
inﬂuence of rotational speed and torque.

are an effective means to verify theory. However, the test
data can directly calculate gear transmission efﬁciency
rather than gear meshing efﬁciency. Therefore, how to
calculate the experimental value of meshing efﬁciencyis
particularly important. Xu [10] gave a calculation method
of gear meshing efﬁciency for test data according to the fact
that windage loss and swinging oil loss have nothing to do
with load. Wang [11] further developed the method to make
it more widely used including the calculation of meshing
efﬁciency in power closed type gear test-rig, the calculation
of meshing efﬁciency inpower open type gear test-rig and
the calculation of meshing efﬁciency ingear test-rig with
various transmission ratios.
Research on the inﬂuence factors of meshing efﬁciency
is one of the core contents of improving gear meshing
efﬁciency. At present, most of the research focuses on the
factors affecting the gear transmission efﬁciency. Chen [12]
analyzed the effect of power split on transmission efﬁciency
under different speed, which provided theoretical basis for
transmission ratio distribution and structure design of
planetary gear train. Thamba [13] studied the effect
of linear tip relief modiﬁcation on transmission efﬁciency of
spur gear. By the linear tip relief modiﬁcation, the
transmission errors were obviously reduced.
Double helical gears have been widely used in high
power transmission devices including warship, oil pumping machine, rolling mill and etc. High transmission
efﬁciency/meshing efﬁciency is of great signiﬁcance for
improving their transmission performance. Wang [14]
proposed a method for calculating the sliding friction
power losses of double helical gears by tooth contact
analysis technology and loaded tooth contact analysis
technology. The meshing efﬁciency of gears is affected not
only by design parameters, but also by machining
accuracy, lubrication conditions and working conditions,
etc. At present, for double helical gears, there is still a lack
of detailed and in-depth study.
Based on the above analysis, taken double helical gears
as the research object, on the analysis of a large number of
experimental data, the meshing efﬁciency of double helical
gears are calculated and then the inﬂuenceof rotational
speed and torque on meshing efﬁciency of double helical
gears is obtained, which lays a theoretical foundation
for the further performance improving double helical

gearsmeshing efﬁciency. The ﬂow diagram for this paper is
shown in Figure 2.

2 The calculation method of transmission
efﬁciency for experimental value in different
layout of gear test-rigs with closed power
ﬂow
Common layout of gear test-rig with closed power ﬂow
and formula of gear transmission efﬁciency for experimental value are shown in Table 1 [15]. It is assumed that
the test gearbox and the reaction gearbox are identical,
including speciﬁcations, models, manufacturing processes,
manufacturing levels and forward and reverse transmis1 and ○
2 correspond to
sion efﬁciency. The condition ○
3 and ○
4 correspond to Figure 3b.
Figure 3a, the condition ○
Their formulas of transmission efﬁciency can be also
respectively represented as equations (1) and (2). In
Table 1, P1 is the transmission power of gear 1, P2 is the
transmission power of gear 2, P3 is the transmission power
of gear 3, P4 is the transmission power of gear 4, PS is the
power on the loader shaft, which is equivalent to T2n2 in
formula (1) and (2), PM is the supplementary power by the
motor, which is equivalent to T1n1 in formula (1) and (2),
h is the transmission efﬁciency of test gear.
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
T 1 n1
h¼ 1
ð1Þ
T 2 n2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
s

T 1 n1 2
T 1 n1
h¼
þ1
2T 2 n2
2T 2 n2

ð2Þ

Where, h is the transmission efﬁciency of test gear, T1 is the
torque measured by the torque meter 1, n1 is the revolution
measured by the revolution meter 1, T2 is the torque
measured by the torque meter 2, n2 is the revolution
measured by the revolution meter 2.
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Table 1. Common layout of gear test-rig with closed power ﬂow and formula of gear transmission efﬁciency.
Condition

Layout

Formula of transmission efﬁciency
P1=Ps
P 2 ¼ PSh

1
○

P3=P2
P 4 ¼ P 3 h ¼ P S h2
P S ¼ P 4 þ P M ¼ P S h2 þ P M
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
PM
h¼ 1
PS
P4=Ps
P 3 ¼ P 4h ¼ P Sh

2
○

P 2 ¼ P 3 ¼ P Sh
P 1 ¼ P 2 h ¼ P S h2
P S ¼ P 2 h þ P M ¼ P S h2 þ P M
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
PM
h¼ 1
PS
P4=Ps
P 3 ¼ P 4h ¼ P Sh

3
○

P 2 ¼ P 3 þ P M ¼ P Sh þ P M
P 1 ¼ P 2 h ¼ ðP S h þ P M Þh
P S ¼ P 2 h ¼ ðP S h þ P M Þh
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
s

PS 2
PS
h¼
þ1
2P M
2P M
P1=Ps
P2 = PSh + PM
P3 = P2 = PSh + PM

4
○

P 4 ¼ P 3 h ¼ ðP S h þ P M Þh

P S ¼ P 4 ¼ ðP S h þ P M Þh
s
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ

PS 2
PS
þ1
h¼
2P M
2P M
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Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of gear transmission efﬁciency test-rig with closed power ﬂow. (a) Motor and loader are on the same axis
(b) Motor and loader are on the different axis.

3 The calculation method of meshing
efﬁciency for experimental value in gear
test-rig with closed power ﬂow
Figure 1 shows the composition of power losses of gear
transmission, which includes windage loss, swinging oil
loss, bearing loss and gear meshing power loss. Among
them, windage loss, swinging oil loss and partial bearing
loss belong to the load-independent power losses and are
only related to rotational speed of gear. Under the same
rotational speed and input power, the transmission
efﬁciency hS of test gear under no-load and transmission
efﬁciency hT of test gear under loadedconditions are
calculated according to equations (3) and (4), respectively.
They are put in equation (5), the meshing efﬁciency hM of
test gear can be obtained. The power loss PS including
windage loss and swinging oil loss and the load-independent bearing lossPBI are very complicated, in the proposed
method, they do not need to calculate. The calculation of
hT and hS come from the equations (1) or (2) by the
measured data.
hS ¼ 1 

hT ¼ 1 
¼1

P S þ P BI
PT

ð3Þ

P S þ P BI þ P BP þ P M
PT

P S þ P BI P BP

 ð1  hM Þ
PT
PT

hM ¼ 1 þ hT  hS þ

P BP
PT

ð4Þ

ð5Þ

where, hS is the transmission efﬁciency of test gear under
no-load, hT is the transmission efﬁciency of test gear under
loaded conditions, hM is the meshing efﬁciency for test gear
in gear test-rig with closed power ﬂow, PS is the windage
loss and swinging oil loss, PBI is the load-independent
bearing loss, PBII is the load-dependent bearing loss, PT is
the total input power. The calculation of hT and hS come
from the equations (1) or (2).
It should be pointed out that in this section, the
calculation method of meshing efﬁciency for experimental
value in gear test-rig with closed power ﬂow is only given.
More detailed derivation process can be found in [10] and
[11].

4 The calculation of load-dependent bearing
loss
According to the existing formula (10), the calculation of
load-dependent bearing loss can be represented as
P BP ¼ mb1 W b1 dbore1 n1 

2p
2p
þ mb2 W b2 dbore2 n2 
ð6Þ
60
60

Where, PBII is the load-dependent bearing loss, mbi (i = 1, 2)
is the friction coefﬁcient of bearing, Wbi (i = 1,2) is the radial
load applied to the bearing, dborei (i = 1, 2) is the inner
diameter of bearing, n is the revolution speed of gear. The
determination of mbi and dborei are related to the type of
bearing selected. The determination of n is related to the
working condition. The calculation method of Wbi will be
introduced below.
The force analysis of double helical gear shaft is shown
in Figure 4. The following equations can be obtained.
F t1 ¼

2T 1
d1

ð7Þ
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Fig. 4. Force analysis of double helical gear shaft.

F t1 tan an
cos b

ð8Þ

F a1 ¼ F t1 tan b

ð9Þ

F r1 ¼

2T 2
d2

ð10Þ

F t2 tan an
cos b

ð11Þ

F a2 ¼ F t2 tan b

ð12Þ

F t2 ¼

F r2 ¼

F H1 ¼

F t1 ðb þ H þ L2 Þ þ F t2 L2
L1 þ b þ H þ L2

ð13Þ

F H2 ¼

F t1 L1 þ F t2 ðL1 þ b þ HÞ
L1 þ b þ H þ L2

ð14Þ

FV1 ¼

F r1 ðb þ H þ L2 Þ þ F r2 L2
L1 þ b þ H þ L2

FV2 ¼

F r1 L1 þ F r2 ðL1 þ b þ HÞ
L1 þ b þ H þ L2

F V H1 ¼
F V H2

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
F 2H1 þ F 2V 1

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
¼ F 2H2 þ F 2V 2

Table 2. Parameters of experimental double helical gears.
Parameters

Pinion

Tooth number
Normal modulus/(mm)
Normal pressure angle/(°)
Helical angle/(°)
Face width/(mm)
Helical direction
Run-out groove width/(mm)
Gear machining precision

33

Gear
48
4
20
25

25°°2
20°°2
Right left
Left right
55
60
4 grades

Where, Mti (i = 1, 2) is the torque on the shaft produced by
the circumferential force, Mai (i = 1, 2) is the bending
moment on the shaft produced by the axial force.

5 Experimental value calculation of meshing
efﬁciency for double helical gears and the
inﬂuence of rotational speed and torque on
meshing
efﬁciency of double helical gears
ð15Þ
ð16Þ

ð17Þ

The contents of this section include the introduction of
experimental double helical gears, test-rig for transmission
efﬁciency of double helical gears with closed power
ﬂow, experimental conditionand the inﬂuence analysis of
rotational speed and torque on meshing efﬁciency of double
helical gears.
5.1 Experimental double helical gears

ð18Þ

where, Fni (i = 1, 2) is the normal force, Fti (i = 1, 2) is the
circumferential force, Fri (i = 1, 2) is the radial force, Fai
(i = 1, 2) is the axial force, FHi (i = 1, 2) is the horizontal
supporting force, FVi (i = 1, 2) is the vertical supporting
force, FVHi (i = 1, 2) is the resultant force of horizontal and
vertical supporting force, which is the radial load Wbi
applied to the bearing, b is the tooth width, H is the length
of middle connecting cylinder of double helical gear, L1 is
the length from center of left bearing to midpoint of left
tooth width, L2 is the length from center of right bearing to
midpoint of right tooth width.

The parameters of experimental double helical gears are
shown in Table 2. The drawing of experimental pinion and
gear is shown in Figure 5. The measurement curve of
experimental pinion and gear are shown in Figures 6–9,
respectively. According to the design requirements and the
measured curve, the pinion machining precision is 4 grades.
Similarly, the gear machining precision is also 4 grades.
5.2 Test-rig for transmission efﬁciency of double
helical gears with closed power ﬂow
The schematic diagram of test-rig for transmission
efﬁciency of double helical gears with closed power ﬂow
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Fig. 5. Drawing of experimental pinion and gear.

Fig. 6. Proﬁle measurement curve of pinion.
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Fig. 7. Helix measurement curve of pinion.

Fig. 8. Proﬁle measurement curve of gear.

is shown in Figure 10. Test-rig for transmission efﬁciency of
double helical gears with closed power ﬂow is shown in
Figure 11. The rotational speed range of torque and speed
sensor is 0–1400 min1, torque range of torque and speed
sensor is 0–500 Nm, accuracy of torque and speed sensor
is ±0.05% fs. The test-rig is correspond to Figure 3a,
therefore, the calculation of transmission efﬁciency comes
from formula (1).

5.3 Experimental condition
The load is applied gradually. The applied torques are 0,
52, 140, 245 and 345 Nm, respectively. When the applied
torque is stable, the speed increases step by step according
to 30 r/min. For example, when the applied torque is 0 Nm,
the applied speed are 120, 150, …, 870 in turn, When the
applied torque is 52 Nm, the applied speed are 120, 150, …,

8
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Fig. 9. Helix measurement curve of gear.

Fig. 10. The schematic diagram of test-rig for transmission efﬁciency of double helical gears with closed power ﬂow.

870 in turn and so on. The gearbox is lubricated by oil
injection and naturally dissipates heat. After reaching the
thermal balance, the speed and torque are measured and
recorded. Experimental condition are shown in Table 3.
5.4 Inﬂuence of rotational speed and torque
on transmission efﬁciency of double helical gears

Fig. 11. Test-rig for transmission efﬁciency of double helical
gears with closed power ﬂow.

Under the same working condition, a large number of
rotational speed and torque experimental data are
measured. Obviously unreasonable data are excluded.
Theload-dependent bearing loss is calculated according to
the formulas (6)–(18). The transmission efﬁciencyfor test
gear in gear test-rig with closed power ﬂow under no-load
and load are calculated according the formulas (3) and (4).
The meshing efﬁciency of double helical gears is calculated
according to the formula (5). Because the rotational speed
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Table 3. Experimental condition.
n/(min−1)

T/(Nm)
0
52
140
245
345

1
2
0

1
5
0

1
8
0

2
1
0

2
4
0

2
7
0

3
0
0

3
3
0

3
6
0

3
9
0

4
2
0

4
5
0

4
8
0

5
1
0

5
4
0

5
7
0

6
0
0

6
3
0

6
6
0

6
9
0

7
2
0

7
5
0

7
8
0

8
1
0

8
4
0

8
7
0

of torque, the inﬂuence of rotational speed on meshing
efﬁciency becomes weaker. The connection line slope of
average values of meshing efﬁciency for double helical
gears under 52 Nm is the largest, the connection line slope
under 140 Nm is second, the connection line slope under
245 Nm is third and the connection line slope under
345 Nm is the smallest;
– When the load is very small, the meshing efﬁciency is
very low. It is very obvious that the average values of
meshing efﬁciency for double helical gears under 52 Nm is
lower than 0.94, while the average values of meshing
efﬁciency for double helical gears under 345 Nm is higher
than 0.98.
Fig. 12. Relationship curve between rotational speed/torque
and meshing efﬁciency of double helical gears.

and torque measured data are within a certain range, in
order to eliminate measurement error, the average values of
meshing efﬁciency of double helical gears on same working
condition are calculated. By Matlab soft, the measured
data are plotted as curves. The average values of meshing
efﬁciency of double helical gears on different working
condition are marked with symbols , ⊲, ⊳, D, respectively.
The relationship curve between rotational speed/torque
and meshing efﬁciency of double helical gears is shown in
Figure 12. The torque of 52, 140, 245 and 345 Nm in
Figure 12 are the average torque on same working
condition.
From Figure 12, the following conclusions can be
obtained:
– With the increase of rotational speed, the meshing
efﬁciency of double helical gears decreases. One of the
reasons for this is that the increase of relative sliding
velocity leads to the increase of sliding friction power loss.
It can be easily found under torque 52, 140, 245 and 345
Nm, the connection line direction of average values of
meshing efﬁciency for double helical gears are all slanted
up to the left;
– With the increase of torque, the meshing efﬁciency of
double helical gears increase. One of the reasons for this is
that total power increases while the load-independent
power losses such as wind loss and oil agitation loss do not
increase with the increase of load. Under different
torques, the size order of meshing efﬁciency is as follows:
h52 < h140 < h245 < h345;
– When the torque is small, the inﬂuence of rotational
speed on meshing efﬁciency is obvious. With the increase

6 Conclusion
Gear meshing efﬁciency is an important component of gear
transmission efﬁciency. Usually, the test data can directly
calculate gear transmission efﬁciency rather than gear
meshing efﬁciency. Therefore, how to calculate the
experimental value of meshing efﬁciency is particularly
important. In addition, the research on the inﬂuence
factors of meshing efﬁciency is one of the core contents of
improving gear meshing efﬁciency. Therefore, taken double
helical gears as the research object, on the analysis of a
large number of experimental data, the experimental value
of gear meshing efﬁciency for double helical gears are
calculated and then the inﬂuence of rotational speed and
torque on meshing efﬁciency of double helical gears is obtained.
– Aimed at different layout of gear test-rigs with closed
power ﬂow, the calculation method of transmission
efﬁciency for experimental value is summarized.
– According to the fact that windage loss, swinging oil loss
and partial bearing loss belong to the load-independent
power losses and are only related to rotational speed of
gear, the existing calculation method of meshing
efﬁciency for experimental value in gear test-rig with
closed power ﬂow is introduced.
– According to the structural characteristics of double
helical gears, the calculation method of load-dependent
bearing loss is given.
– On the analysis of a large number of experimental data,
the experimental value of gear meshing efﬁciency for
double helical gears are calculated and then the inﬂuence
of rotational speed and torque on meshing efﬁciency of
double helical gears is obtained. The relationship
between rotational speed and meshing efﬁciency is
inversely proportional. The relationship between torque
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and meshing efﬁciency is proportional. The inﬂuence of
rotational speed on transmission efﬁciency is very
obvious under small torque. With the increase of torque,
the inﬂuence of rotational speed on meshing efﬁciency
becomes weaker. The meshing efﬁciency is very low when
the torque is very small. Therefore, for high precision
gears, transmission under small load should be avoided as
far as possible.
This work is a further application for the existing theory
of calculation method of meshing efﬁciency for experimental value through a large amount of experimental data,
which lays a theoretical foundation for the further improvement of the transmission efﬁciency of double helical gears.
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